Endogamy and inbreeding since the 17th century in past malarial communities in the Province of Cosenza (Calabria, Southern, Italy).
Many authors stressed the importance of considering mating patterns, migration and consanguinity when analysing micro-geographic differences in the distribution of the frequency of genetic traits (thalassaemia and glucose 6 phosphate dehydrogenase deficiency (G6PD) in populations living in areas of past malarial endemy. Therefore, the present work was aimed at estimating the reproductive isolation of Calabria, an Italian region that experienced endemic malaria until very recently. The research was carried out on 15311 records of marriage from Parish Books of four villages located in the past malarial area, and four situated in the non-malarial region. Endogamy rates were high in every village and decreased only in the present century as a consequence of the breakdown of isolation. In the earlier periods, the rates ranged between 93-84% in non-malarial villages, and between 96-66% in the past malarial area. The rate of consanguineous marriages was low in all villages: in the malarial area it was 2.15% on average, whereas in the non-malarial villages it ranged between 2-16%. Its trend increased with time almost everywhere. Concerning values, differences between past malarial and non-malarial villages in earlier periods are not consistent as they ranged from 0.1 x 10(-3) to 1 x 10(-3). In the present century, however, a was higher in the non-malarial villages. Observed changes of the coefficient a since the 19th century are due to the increased frequency of first cousin marriages. Isonymy rates were lower than 2% in all past malarial towns in all periods, whereas in nonmalarial villages they ranged between 1.2-9.5% and increased with time. Inbreeding coefficients F are always higher than alpha values, but show the same trend with time. They were between 0.0006-0.0045 in past malarial towns, and between 0.0017-0.024 in non-malarial villages. In non-malarial villages Fn displayed noticeable negative values in two situations in the earlier periods. In conclusion, given the above mating patterns and the observed distribution of frequencies of G6PD deficient hemizygous and thalassemic heterozygous in the investigated villages, there is clear evidence in this area for the absence of any specific role of reproductive isolation and consanguinity on the distribution of genetic traits related to past malaria presence.